Introduction. An algebra 21 over a field g is a vector space over % which is closed with respect to a product xy which is linear in both x and y. The product is not necessarily associative. Every element x of 21 generates a subalgebra %[x] of 21 and we call 21 an algebraic algebra if every %[x] is a finite-dimensional vector space over $.
1.
Introduction. An algebra 21 over a field g is a vector space over % which is closed with respect to a product xy which is linear in both x and y. The product is not necessarily associative. Every element x of 21 generates a subalgebra % [x] of 21 and we call 21 an algebraic algebra if every %[x] is a finite-dimensional vector space over $.
We have shown elsewhere 1 that every absolute-valued real finitedimensional algebra has dimension 1, 2, 4, or 8 and is either the field dt of all real numbers, the complex field S, the real quaternion algebra O, the real Cayley algebra 35, or certain isotopes without unity quantities of O and 35. In the present paper we shall extend these results to algebraic algebras over 9î showing that every algebraic algebra over 9Î with a unity quantity is finite-dimensional and so is one of the algebras listed above. The results are extended immediately to absolute-valued algebraic division algebras, that is, to algebras without unity quantities whose nonzero quantities form a quasigroup.
2. Quadratic algebras. Let % be a field whose characteristic is not two and 21 be an algebra over $ with a unity quantity 1. The scalar multiples al defined for a in g form a subalgebra of 21 isomorphic to g and we may assume that $ is actually a subalgebra of 21 whose unity element coincides with that of 21. Then % is a subalgebra of the center 2 of 21. We shall call the elements of 21 which are in g the scalars of 21 and all other elements of 21 nonscalars.
In an algebra of degree two over % every x is a root of an equation It will be convenient to call an element y a square root if y is a nonscalar and r{y) =0 so that y 2~v (y) is in g. An algebra 21 will be called a quadratic algebra if St has a unity quantity and g[x] is a quadratic field over g for every nonscalar x of St. Then §1 has degree two over % and every ƒ(£, x) is irreducible for x a nonscalar, z>(x) T^O. Conversely an algebra St with a unity quantity and degree two over § is a quadratic algebra provided that V(X)T^0 for every nonscalar x. For if ƒ(£, x) were reducible we would have ƒ(£> aO^fê-<*)(£-]3), 3>(;y--j3+aO=0 for y = x-a, y is a nonscalar such that v(y) -O* Assume throughout the remainder of this section that St is a quadratic algebra.
The following lemma is due to L. E. Dickson. We have w 2 = 2f3w+y for (3 and 7 in gf and we put v = w-j3 and see that z;
2 =7+]8 2 , z> is a square root. Since v is not in 93 the quantities 1, Ui, v are linearly independent and we apply Lemma 1 to obtain vUi+UiV = öi in %. Define 6 0 = 2~x XX1 ot^bjUj where u 2 j~aj. Then ô 0^t +# t -&o=ûi" 
Similarly (a+y)v = v(u+w) 2 = (vu+vw) (u+w) = (vu)u + (vw)w+(vu)w + (vw)u, (vw)u --(vu)w, (4) (vw)u = (uv)w = -u(vw).
We have proved that u and vw are /-orthogonal. By symmetry v is /-orthogonal to uw and
However we may replace u> v by uv, v to see that vw and wz; are J-orthogonal. Also %+v%+w^+vw% is a quaternion algebra and (w) 2 = -187, uw and z; are /-orthogonal. Formula (4) may be applied with u and v replaced by uv and u to yield (6) (uw)(uv) = [(wz;)w]w = -c#w.
Also (uw)v = (w)?e; = -(uv)w. Then (W+ZOT) 2 (WZJ) = (a-ceY)m> = (u+uw) [(u+uw)(uv)] = (u+uw)(av-avw) ~auv-\-a(uw)v-au(vw) -a(uw)(vw). Buta (uw)v -au(vw) = -a(mOw+a(#i>)
w== 0« Hence (7) (ww)(w) = yuv.
Interchange u and v to obtain (vw)(uw) = yvu = -• (uw)(vw).
It follows immediately that the symmetry among the elements u> v> uv implies that the elements «1, • • • , «7 are pairwise /-orthogonal. They are square roots since a product such as uw is in a quaternion algebra %+u%+w%+uw% and is a square root by Lemma 4. But (4) and (7) --u[(vw)z] = u[v(wz) ]. Apply Lemma 5 with Ui = u, U2 = w, ut = z to get wz orthogonal to u. The same values, except for u\ = v, yields wz orthogonal to v and similarly u\ = uv implies that wz is orthogonal to uv. But then (4) yields /= -(uv)(wz) = -t. We have proved 3. Absolute valued algebraic algebras. Let 9Î be the field of all real numbers and 21 be an algebraic algebra over 9Î. We assume the existence of a function |a| on 21 to 9Î such that | 0J = 0, \a\ >0 if a^O, \ab\ = |a| \b\, |a+ô| ^ \a\ +\b\ for every a and 6 of 31. Assume also that if a is in 21 and a is any real number then \aa\ =\a\ \a\ where | a | is the ordinary absolute value of a. Then we call 21 an absolute-valued algebra.
We shall assume that 21 has a unity quantity 1 so that 9î may be taken to be a subalgebra of 21 and the hypothesis \aa\ = | ce| \a\ now becomes simply the hypothesis that \a\ is the ordinary absolute value whenever a is a real number. The hypothesis that 2Ï is an algebra over 9Î implies that9î [x] is an absolute-valued real algebra generated by x and containing 1. However all real, absolute-valued algebras with a unity quantity are known, 1 they all have degree one or two and hence 9t[#] is isomorphic to either 9Î or the field S of all complex numbers. It follows immediately that 21 is a quadratic algebra over 9Î.
Every element x of 21 now has the form x=a+fiu where a and j8 are real and u 2 = --1. Then dt(u) is isomorphic to S, (x-c0 2 +j8 2 = 0, the roots of ƒ(£, x) = £ 2 -2a£+a 2 +/3 2 are p, p where p = a+/3i i p = a -jSf, pj5 = a 2 +j8 2 , \p\ = (a 2 +(3 2 ) 1 ' 2 . It is known 3 that the minimum function of x and R x coincide with ƒ(£, x) and that \x\ =|p| (vu)u= -(uv)u = u(uv)~ -v = v(uu) . We then apply Theorem 1 to obtain THEOREM 2. Let 21 be an absolute-valued real algebraic algebra with a unity quantity. Then 2t is a finite-dimensional algebra and is indeed the field dt or S, the quaternion algebra O or the Cayley algebra 2).
An algebra is called a division algebra if its nonzero elements form a quasigroup. For such algebras we have THEOREM 3. Let 2Ï be an absolute valued real algebraic division algebra without a unity element. Then 21 is an algebra of order four or eight.
For the mappings x->xg = xR 0 and x->gx = xL 0 are one-to-one mappings of 21 on 21 for every g5^0 of 21 and so R 0 and L 0 have inverses. Select g so that |g| =1 and take P = R~l, Q = L^. Let 2to be the same real vector space as 21 and define multiplication in 2ïo by x-y = (xP) (yQ) . Then if e~gg we have eP = eQ -g, e-y = g(yQ) = yL~lL 0 -y, y-e~{yR~l)g -y and so 2Io has e as its unity quantity. Since 2Io is the same vector space as 21 the additive and scalar properties of \x\ all hold in 2Io. But \x-y\ = \xP\ • \yQ\ = \x\ \y\ since ixP)g=x : \x\=\xP\\g\=\xP\, g(yQ)=y, \y\=\g\\yQ\=\yQ\.
Thus 2Io is an absolute valued algebraic algebra with a unity quantity and is finite-dimensional by Theorem 2, 2t is finite-dimensional. However the result on the dimension of 2t of our Theorem is known 1 for algebras.
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